Tom McManus was one of the original members of the Jacksonville Jaguars (19951999). After finishing his career at Boston College as an All-American, he found
himself out of football for two full seasons, tending bar in Chicago, while dreaming
of playing in the NFL. He made the team in the Jaguars first year of existence
and played an instrumental role during the Jaguars early successes in the mid-tolate 90’s, including being the starting middle linebacker for the team during it’s
Cinderella year of 1996 when the Jaguars reached the AFC Championship Game in
only their second year. In 1999, a foot injury sidelined him for good and his
dream was over. Tom was known for his all out work ethic on the field and his
approachability off it. He is a member of the BC Hall of Fame Class of 2009.
Suck It Up! was created in honor of an American Hero and for the future of our
children. It is a message of “tough love” to the American people, to get us back
to what made our great country the strongest in the world.
Tom’s talks are centered on the Suck It Up! Way of Life Principles which state;
Look in the mirror, offer no excuses, and be the best we can be in everything we
are and do.
Tom believes in the life philosophy of “no passing the buck and no finger pointing,
just looking in the mirror and being honest with the reflection! Although Suck It
Up! Join the Movement! has compassion, at the end of the day it is up to us to
make our lives as good as we want!”
He has built his second career as a self-employed entrepreneur, including owning
and hosting his talk radio show, “Tom McManus Uncensored”, during morning drive
on the regional Fox network, Sports Radio 930.
A published author, Tom speaks to all types and sizes ...
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Testimonials
"Tom was outstanding spoke for over an hour and got a standing ovation,
better than the last time I saw him I would use him again in a second and will
recommend him to others."
- Cable TV Bureau.

All industries are in a constant state of change, none more than the
Healthcare sector. Tom's presentation to the Jacksonville Association of Health
Underwriters was spot on! We are in control of our own destiny and his message
to us to "suck it up!" resonated with each and every member. Thanks for the kick
in the pants Tom... we all needed it!"
- All Florida Insurance.
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